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Hello friends, I am sharing my experience of building robust fully functional personal
Cloud System at home that is fully accessible and manageable remotely. After successful
completion of design/architecture and implementation, I am able to spin up Linux guest
VMs from the gold image and access them remotely as needed without any issues.
Further, I am using the Automation to create the guest VMs and install the Oracle
software as part of the single build. Fun stuff...!!!
Technical knowledge and hands on experience in below area is desired:
VM software (for e.g., Oracle VM VirtualBox)
Network (basic to mid-level)
Storage – NAS (basic knowledge)
Linux administration (mid to advanced level)
Programming/scripting knowledge.

The Goal:
My goal was to build robust and fully functional Cloud at home which can be accessible
remotely any time I want. I needed to create multiple guest VMs to install and run the
Oracle Enterprise software for practice and learning purposes. I also needed to back them
up periodically. Since the guest VMs are VDI files on VM host, backing them up, restoring
them or migrating them to different VM host is much easier as compared to the set up
that I had earlier where I was using the physical boxes in my lab. I also thought of an
option to lease Virtual Private Cloud from AWS but I chose BWS (Bhavin Web Services.
.hehe) over AWS just because I can proudly say I use my own homegrown Cloud system
J.

Design towards the Goal:
VM Host Consideration (Machine where Hypervisor gets installed):
Because I required to create about 12 to 14 guest VMs to run multiple Oracle software
installs (like Grid Infrastructure, Oracle RAC Databases, GoldenGate, Oracle EBS, Oracle
Utilities, Oracle OEM Cloud Control etc. etc.),
I decided to look for a machine that has at least 32 Cores and 128GB RAM. After doing
some research, I decided to buy the Dell Precision T7610 (refurbished) that has 32 cores
128GB RAM with 250GB SSD and 2TB spindle storage HD and most importantly fit in my
budget. J
Storage Consideration:
To store the guest VMs, I decided to use the 2TB of local storage that came with the
machine itself. But I also used my existing Western Digital’s MyCloud 24TB NAS Storage

for backing up of my Cloud VMs and other Cloud related files. I created the sharable NFS
volume on NAS of about 1TB in size and mounted it on the VM host.
Network Consideration:
Here I required to setup the LAN for NAS storage, VM Host and the Proxy server so that
they all can connect to the ISP router. So, I needed the Network Switch for the
connectivity,
Proxy Server Consideration:
To access the Cloud system remotely, I simply used the DMZ setup in the ISP supplied
router to forward certain ports like ssh/VNC etc. to a proxy server which is nothing but a
Linux machine that is connected to the same LAN as VM Hosts, guest VMs and other IOT
at home. I wanted to have a server that act as a proxy machine for all the remote
connection requests from outside network primarily for the security reason. The need of
proxy machine in this setup is not mandatory. One could also configure ISP router to
forward the required ports directly to any of the guest VMs or VM Host itself for that
matter and would still work.
After considering all of the above points, I came up with the below design / Architecture
of my Cloud

Hardware Used:

Network:
Network Switch – 1 (D-Link 24-Port Rackmountable Gigabit Switch)
Network Cables - 5
Cost: roughly $200
Storage:
2TB of Local storage on the Hypervisor / VM Host.
24TB NAS from WD’s MyCloud PR4100 for Backup
Cost: $1500
VM Server:
Dell Precision T7610 Workstation (32 Core/ 128GB RAM/ 250GB SSD / 2TB spindle
HD - refurbished
Cost: $2300
Proxy Server:
Dell 8GB RAM /250GB HD
Cost: $400
Total Cost to build the Cloud Infrastructure: $4500
Software Used:
•
•
•

Oracle Linux 6 update 9 (downloaded on DVD from otn.oracle.com)
Oracle VM VirtualBox 5.2
VNC Viewer (for Xwindows / X Desktop)

Technical Steps / implementation of the Design:
Here are the steps that I had to complete successfully in order to build the Cloud
Infrastructure as per the design.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update the LAN setting in the ISP Router.
Install Linux on the VM Host and Proxy Server
Connect the devices to the network
Stage the required software/downloads.
Install Oracle VM VirtualBox Hypervisor on the VM Host.
Create the Guest VMs.
Start the Guest VMs

•
•

Setup the Backup Server for these VMs.
Accessing the Cloud System remotely.

Change the ISP router’s default setting:
I decided to start with changing the ISP’s default network setting in the router to my own
custom setting as shown in the screenshot below. All the subsequent devices that would
connect will have a network of 192.168.2.0. I could have used the default router setting
and would still work fine.

Install Linux:
Install Linux OS on the machine that is going to be the VM host machine
Host Name: ovm-server.hingu.net
eth0: 192.168.2.2/255.255.255.0/192.168.2.254 Gateway
Install Linux OS on Proxy Server:
Hostname: proxy-server.hingu.net
eth0: 192.168.2.57/255.255.255.0/192.168.2.254 Gateway.

Connect the devices to the LAN Network via Switch:
At this point I was ready to connect the below devices to the LAN Network Switch.
ISP router
Linux Machine – Proxy Server (proxy-server.hingu.net)
Linux Machine – VM Host (ovm-server.hingu.net)
WD’s MyCloud NAS Storage – (MyCloudPR4100 - Pre-configured by WD).

Preparing the Storage for the Guest VMs:
I wanted to utilize the 2TB of secondary storage hard drive that came with the machine
to store all the guest VMs. For that, I had to first formatted it with ext4 since it was ntfs
originally.
parted /dev/sda mklabel msdos
parted -a opt /dev/sda mkpart primary ext4 0% 100%
mkfs.ext4 -L data /dev/sda1
mkdir /u01
mount -o defaults /dev/sda1 /u01

put the entry in the /etc/fstab so that it gets auto mounted during startup. Created the
directory under this mount to store the guest VMs.
mkdir /u01/guestVMs

Stage the required downloads:
Created the staging area to store the ISO images of the Linux that I used in creating the
guest VMs. I also downloaded the Oracle software like Grid Infrastructure, Oracle
Database, etc.
mkdir -p /u01/software/linux
mkdir -p /u01/software/oracle

Downloaded
the
listed
software
from
oracle’s
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/indexes/downloads/index.html

site:

Install Oracle VM VirtualBox on the VM Host (ovm-server):
Below is the Oracle VM VirtualBox document Link that I followed to successfully Install
and configure the Oracle VM VirtualBox on the VM host (ovm-server).
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/serverstorage/virtualbox/documentation/index.html

yum install VirtualBox-5.2
yum list VirtualBox-5.2

Create the guest VMs
I created the first guest VM manually using GUI very first time which I then provisioned it
for as per the requirement of Oracle Install (applied all the kernel
settings/updates/RPMs/user group creation etc etc).
Then, I used this gold build to create all the subsequent VMs through the cloning. I used
the /u01 mount that I created earlier for the storage of VM specific files (VDI) files.
mkdir /u01/guestVMs/node

Here is the sample example of the process that I followed to create the guest VM
manually.

Using X terminal, I started the VirtualBox as root and followed the instructions on the
screen to create the guest VM. The instructions on screens are very straight forward. It
asks for inputs like type of OS, Virtual Hard Disk, Memory, CPU, type of Network etc. As I
wanted to access the VMs from any of the computer within the network, I decided to use
the “Bridged Adaptor” instead of Host-Based / NAT Adaptor
Start the VirtualBox as root by executing below command:
VirtualBox &

Here I make sure to change the path of the VM file to the /u01 mount that I created
specifically to store the guest VMs.

Once the guest VM template is created, click on “Settings” to change the System / Storage
and Network values as shown in the next series of screenshots.

At this Point, I was ready to Click the “Start” button on the VirtualBox main window to
install the Oracle Linux OS. I simply followed the standard process of installing Linux OS
depending on what software its going to host.

Install the guestAdditions in the guest VM:
Power off the VM:
VBoxManage controlvm ‘LinuxGoldVM’ poweroff
Mount the VBoxGuestAdditions.iso :
This file is located under /usr/share/virtualbox on the VM Host (ovm-server)

Power On the VM and mount the Virtual Disk under /media:
nohup /usr/bin/VBoxHeadless -startvm "LinuxGoldVM" &
mount -t iso9660 /dev/sr0 /media

Install the prerequisite RPMs:
yum
yum
yum
yum

install
install
install
install

kernel-uek-devel
kernel-uek-devel-`uname -r`
kernel-headers
kernel-devel

Execute the VBoxLinuxAdditions.run file:
cd /media

./VBoxLinuxAdditions.run

Reboot the VM after the install of guestAdditions:
VBoxManage controlvm ‘LinuxGoldVM’ poweroff
nohup /usr/bin/VBoxHeadless -startvm "LinuxGoldVM" &

The guest VM gets internet connection via ISP Router’s default gateway (192.168.2.254)
defined in the /etc/resolv.conf file. This file also contains my private DNS to resolve other
VMs within the LAN “hingu.net” domain. I define the DNS1 and DNS2 in the ifcfg-eth0 file
(NIC for public network) in each VM from where the Network Manager in Linux picks the
Value of these DNSs and update the /etc/resolve.net during the startup of network
services.

Clone the Gold image:
After fully provisioning the first VM, I created the subsequent VMs by cloning the node1siteA VM as shown below.
VBoxManage clonevm node1-siteA
/u01/guestVMs --register
VBoxManage clonevm node1-siteA
/u01/guestVMs --register
VBoxManage clonevm node1-siteA
/u01/guestVMs --register
VBoxManage clonevm node1-siteA
/u01/guestVMs --register
VBoxManage clonevm node1-siteA
/u01/guestVMs --register
VBoxManage clonevm node1-siteA
/u01/guestVMs --register

--name

node2-siteA

--basefolder

--name

node3-siteA

--basefolder

--name

node1-siteB

--basefolder

--name

node2-siteB

--basefolder

--name

node1-siteC

--basefolder

--name

node2-siteC

--basefolder

I had to make the below network changes in the cloned VM in order for it to join the LAN
network:
•
•
•
•

Update the ifcfg-eth0 file with (a) new HWADDR of NIC (ifconfig -a | grep eth0
gives you the HWADDR), (b) remove the UUID, (c) change the IPADDR to one that
is new and not allocated to any devices.
Update the network file with the new hostname.
Update the /etc/udev/rules.d/70-persistent-net.rules and to assign right
HWADDR for eth0 and remove rest of the HWADDR lines from there.
Reboot the VM.

Here is the List of the VMs that I have created in my Cloud system.

To get the detailed information of any VMs in the Cloud, I use
VBoxManage showvminfo 'node1-siteA'

Start the guest VMs:
After Installing Oracle software on these VMs, I decided to check the load on the VM host
(ovm-server) with all the VMs up and running. Also, at this point, I was ready to configure
the DMZ in the ISP router and test the remote
accessibility to the Cloud System at home.
nohup
nohup
nohup
nohup

/usr/bin/VBoxHeadless
/usr/bin/VBoxHeadless
/usr/bin/VBoxHeadless
/usr/bin/VBoxHeadless

-startvm
-startvm
-startvm
-startvm

"dns-server" &
"node1-siteB" &
"node2-siteB" &
"node1-siteA" &

nohup /usr/bin/VBoxHeadless -startvm "node2-siteA" &
nohup /usr/bin/VBoxHeadless -startvm "node3-siteA" &
nohup /usr/bin/VBoxHeadless -startvm "LinuxGoldVM" &

Get the status of the VMs
VBoxManage
VBoxManage
VBoxManage
VBoxManage
VBoxManage
VBoxManage
VBoxManage

showvminfo
showvminfo
showvminfo
showvminfo
showvminfo
showvminfo
showvminfo

'dns-server' | grep State
'node1-siteA' | grep State
'node2-siteA' | grep State
'node3-siteA' | grep State
'node1-siteB' | grep State
'node2-siteB' | grep State
'LinuxGoldVM' | grep State

VM host – Resource Utilization Status:

Setting up the Backup Server for Guest VMs:
Backing up the VMs is simply copying their VDI files to the backup media. Here, I took an
advantage of existing NAS storage (MyCloud PR4100 from WD) to treat it like a backup
server for the guest VMs. After carving out a 1TB LUN on the 24TB NAS presenting it to
the VM host (ovm-server), it became ready for me to start backing up the VMs.

mount -t nfs

192.168.2.5:/nfs/rac_vms_bkp /mnt/vm_backup_mycloud

added this to the /etc/fstab for auto mount during the system startup.

Accessing the Cloud Remotely:
At this point, I was ready to modify the ISP (AT&T) router to setup the DMZ to forward
the inbound connection request to the proxy-server only for certain ports like, 22 (ssh)
and ports for VNC servers (5901 – 6101).
Here is what my router setting looks like after making the specified changes.

Time to test the connectivity using Public Address of the Route:

Using VNC:

Connected to the proxy-server on X-Desktop. I could use TigerVNC on proxy-server to
connect to any of the Linux guest VMs or ovm-server in I need to run any X application.
Generally, I prefer install all my Oracle software using silent mode through my automation
scripts but in case if I ever want to use X-windows, VNCViewer could be very handy.

Summary:
So, in the Amazon’s terminology. I can say that I have created my own VPC at home from
ground up. The storage subsystem that I have used here is what Amazon referred to as
S3 (2TB local mount /u01 for the database storage and VDI files for VMs). The guest VMs
are my Amazon EC2 instances and the dns server that I setup to resolve “hingu.net”
private domain in my LAN is my Private DNS. The NFS mount that I created using the 1TB
LUN carved out of NAS storage and is shared across all the VMs is referred to as Amazon
EFS.

